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Herein we report the synthesis of an amphiphilic miktoarm star terpolymer and combine it with an equivalent 
diblock copolymer to form polymersomes with controlled surface topology. The three branches are ligated onto 
a central maleimide moiety in a reaction sequence that exploits various “click” chemistries. The final star was 
self-assembled with a linear block-copolymer to generate a “patchy” surface on vesicles. 

 

In developing cutting-edge technologies, scientists have 
often tried to mimic and add value to biological systems 
derived from nature. In the area of nanotechnology, the 
mimicking and improving of cells or cellular compart-
ments has come into focus.1,2 In this respect, the formation 
of polymersomes from amphiphilic block copolymers is an 
important step as they represent a synthetic equivalent to 
natural compartments (liposomes) typically formed by 
phospholipids.3-6 Similar to liposomes, polymersomes are 
vesicular and emerge from the formation of an amphiphilic 
membrane that encloses around a given aqueous volume. 
The synthetic and macromolecular nature of copolymers 
enables the synthesis of polymersomes with significantly 
increased chemical variety as well as improved chemical 
and mechanical stability.7-11 It is, for example, possible to 
trigger polymersome disassembly by a specific external 
trigger, such as light,12 temperature13,14 or pH15,16 amongst 
others17. The latter is of importance for drug-delivery pur-
poses due to the reduction in pH upon cellular uptake via 
any endocytic pathway.18 From the pH sensitive polymers 
available, it is known that poly(diisopropylaminoethyl 
methacrylate) (PDPA, Figure 1) is best suited for this pur-
pose.5,6,15 From the many hydrophilic polymers available, 
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, Figure 1)19,20 and poly(methac-
ryl phosphoryl choline) (PMPC, Figure 1) are commonly 
used for polymersomes as they are employed clinically 
with no toxicity issues.6,21,22 Additionally, we recently re-
ported that PMPC containing polymersomes enter cells via 
a class of receptors known as scavenger receptor B and 
these are overexposed in some cancer cells.23 We also ob-
served that cellular uptake can be considerably enhanced 
when PMPC-PDPA is mixed with cell inert PEG-PDPA to 
form polymersomes with a patterned surface, or patchy 
polymersomes, as both polymers phase separate on the 
vesicle surface.18,24,25 However, the formation of patchy pol-
ymersomes by mixing two diblock copolymers leads to a 
slow yet full phase separation.25,26 The use of a lineactant, 
which contains all three polymers, is a feasible option to 
stabilize the patches. In fact, the patches would already 
form if the pure lineactant is mixed with PMPC-PDPA, 
eliminating the need for a more complex ternary mixture. 
An example of a simple lineactant would be a linear 

triblock-copolymer. However, linear ABC triblock copoly-
mers form membranes with two possible conformations: 
either bridging across where A and C are located on oppo-
site sides of the membrane, or looping where A and C are 
located on the same side of the membrane.5,27,28 In order to 
fix the conformation, the polymer arms need to be linked 
at a single point to form a miktoarm star terpolymer. This 
kind of polymer is already known to self-assemble into ves-
icles.29-31 It was therefore our goal to synthesise an am-
phiphilic miktoarm starpolymer to be mixed with PMPC-
PDPA to control the surface topology of patchy poly-
mersomes.32,33  

 

Figure 1: Scheme of the miktoarm star, including the click 
reactions used to synthesise it. PMPC (blue) and PDPA (red) 
are attached using thiol/dibromomaleimide conjugation, 
while PEG (green) is clicked on using CuAAC chemistry. If 
self-assembled together with a PMPC-PDPA diblock, patchy 
polymersomes evolve.  



 

In this article, we disclose the formation of a miktoarm 
star terpolymer consisting of PEG, PMPC and PDPA (Fig-
ure 1). All polymers were grafted onto a central moiety, us-
ing efficient, highly tolerant reactions to obviate any issues 
arising from poor reaction efficiency due to steric hin-
drance. The self-assembly behaviour of the completed mik-
toarm star on its own and in a mixture with a linear PMPC-
PDPA diblock was then evaluated, with particular focus on 
surface topology.  

Our study began with the selection of a suitable core 
moiety that would be amenable miktoarm star terpolymer 
synthesis. This meant a molecule with three appropriately 
reactive sites to allow step-wise attachment of the three 
different prepolymers in a highly efficient and controlled 
manner. In this respect, N-functionalised dibromoma-
limides, previously reported by Baker, Caddick and co-
workers were a promising starting point.34,35 According to 
previous studies, the bromine moieties can be substituted 
sequentially by thiols in a controlled and efficient manner 
(Figure 1). With respect to the third point of attachment, 
two different approaches were considered: a) reaction of an 
amine (e.g. PEG-NH2) with a carbamate-activated dibro-
momaleimide,34 and b) use of an N-alkyne functionalised 
dibromomaleimide, which could undergo a Copper cata-
lysed Azide-Alkyne Click (CuAAC) reaction (Figures 1 and 
2).35,36 As many PEG derivatives are commercially available, 
the corresponding amine and azide could be purchased.  

 

Figure 2: Thiol/Bromine substitution reaction to attach PMPC 
and PDPA onto the Maleimide core. (a) Complete 
consumption of the Br/Br-Mal is confirmed by HPLC while (b) 
GPC shows the complete consumption of the PMPC-SS-PMPC 
towards PMPC/Br-Mal (product is smaller) and complete 

conversion towards the larger PMPC/PDPA-Mal with no 
shoulder in any case.  

The carbamate activated and alkyne bearing dibromo-
maleimides were synthesised via the routes reported pre-
viously (see SI for details). With both core maleimide mol-
ecules in-hand, the synthesis of the miktoram star terpoly-
mer with the corresponding prepolymers was appraised. 
Thus we turned our attention to how we would incorporate 

a thiol moiety into PMPC and PDPA respectively (see Fig-
ure 1). Both methacrylates polymers were synthesised us-
ing a commercially available bifunctional ATRP initiator, 
containing a central disulphide bond.26 In accordance with 
previously published results, a PMPC of 25 repeating units 
and a PDPA of 70 repeating units was targeted to match 
the PMPC25-PDPA70 block-copolymer known to form pol-
ymersomes.22 Using the same chain lengths would result in 
favourable integration of the miktoarm star into the final 
polymersome membrane. In order to minimise steric hin-
drance during the synthesis, the smaller polymer (PMPC) 
was attached first (Figure 2). As the central maleimide moi-
ety absorbs light at 280 nm (due to the conjugated double 
bonds),37 and the unfunctionalised polymers do not ab-
sorb, the reactions could be monitored using HPLC with 
UV detection. For the the reaction of PMPC-SH with di-
bromomaleimide, the peak corresponding to the starting 
molecule depleted completely and a new peak indicating 
the production of the functionalised PMPC/Br-Mal was ob-
served (Figure 2). Additionally, GPC showed a shift of the 
polymer peak to lower molecular weight. This was ex-
pected as cleaving the disulphide bond of the initial poly-
mer releases fragments of half the original mass (Figure 2). 
A similar behaviour was observed for the second substitu-
tion. HPLC analysis showed depletion of the starting mol-
ecule and the formation of a new species with GPC show-
ing complete conversion of starting PMPC/Br-Mal and 
PDPA-SS-PDPA (Figure 2 and SI). Thus, we were confident 
that the initial diblock pre-star PMPC-PDPA-Mal was 
formed successfully in high purity. 

With this suitable intermediate being isolated, the last 
step of the star formation was evaluated. As previously 
mentioned, two strategies for attaching the PEG (here 
PEG45) were explored. Since it was derived from the more 
accessible maleimide precursor, the method using PEG-
NH2 (method a) was conducted initially (Figure 3), but we 
found the product to be insoluble in acidic water (GPC sol-
vent) whilst all starting polymers were soluble in this sol-
vent. Eventually, a GPC on chloroform/methanol was de-
veloped but it afforded inconclusive results. The refractive 
index detector indicated a decrease in molecular weight 
whilst the light scattering trace showed a partial increase 
(see SI for details). Hence, this method resulted in an im-
pure molecule and was the trigger to trial the CuAAC click 
chemistry strategy (method b) (Figures 1, 3). For this reac-
tion, literature often reports the requirement for this use 
of a) a Cu(I) salt with suitable ligand or b) a Cu(II) salt to-
gether with a suitable ligand and ascorbic acid as a reduc-
ing agent.38 However, in our case, using a fresh source of 
Cu(I) and a reportedly suitable ligand (i.e. THPTA),35 re-
sulted in no reaction (Figure 3). A complete reaction was 
only observed after adding ascorbic acid to the system. 
This suggests that acorbic acid acts as more than just a re-
ducing agent in the reaction. GPC of the product showed a 
complete shift with no single PEG or residual starting di-
block present (Figure 3). We thus concluded that a pure 
final miktoarm star was formed. 



 

With the final miktoarm polymer isolated, its ability to 
self-assemble into patchy polymersome systems was inves-
tigated. To this end, several mixtures combining PMPC25-
PDPA70 as diblock and the miktoarm as triblock were pre-
pared: PMPC25-PDPA70 alone; with 10% as well as 40% of 
the miktoarm star terpolymer, and finally the miktoarm on 
its own. For comparison, this study was also conducted 
with the impure star terpolymer originating from PEG-
Amine. The morphologies of the resulting suspensions 
were observed by Transmission Electron Microscopy 
(TEM) after ten days under stirring conditions. At this 
stage, a mixture of diblock-copolymers (PMPC-PDPA and 
PEG-PDPA) had previously already showed considerable 
demixing.24-26 To highlight the presence of surface do-
mains, we applied our established protocol through the use 
of phosphostungstic acid (PTA) as a selective staining 
agent to image the polymersomes.24,25 PTA is known for its 
preferential affinity for ester groups, predominantly pre-
sent in PMPC as compared to PEG (Fig. 1). This method has 
proven to be reliable and allowed us to proceed without 
further cryo-TEM imaging. The only disadvantage in the 
method is that the size and shape of the patches may be 
slightly distorted as dry TEM imaging only allows observa-
tion of collapsed vesicles. In view of this, we will only con-
centrate on domains if the spots are separated by further 
than one PMPC chain, i.e. by more than 3.5 nm.26 

 

Figure 3: (a) Attaching the PEG via the amine-based strategy 
proved unfeasible, whilst the CuAAC was successful in 
conditions b). (b) GPC trace showing the presence of single 
PEG and no conversion of the disubstituted Maleimide for 
conditions a, but a full conversion of both materials for 
conditions b);  L = THPTA. 

As expected, no patches were present for plain PMPC-
PDPA polymersomes. With increasing star content, 
patches were formed with their composition being deter-
mined by the ratio of polymers. For 10% star content, small 
islets were visible as the small number of PEG chains pre-
sent allowed for the formation of isolated spots of PEG. 

With an increasing amount, the initially formed islets in-
terconnected with each other to develop structures to-
wards bicontinous phases. Whilst breaks between the 
phases were visible, larger patches of one phase were 
clearly visible. For the sole trifuntional miktoarm, the same 
amount of PMPC and PEG chains were present, but the for-
mation of islets was not possible due to their covalent 
chemical linkage. This results in a bicontinous phase of 
PEG and PMPC respectively, on a single-chain level, hence 
on the edge of TEM resolution. The image represents this 
as a bicontinous phase of black and white areas.  

 

Figure 4: TEM micrographs, original and with enhanced 
contrast with spot sizes for polymersomes for varying PMPC-
PDPA diblock to PMPC/PDPA-Mal-PEG Miktoarm star 
polymer composition. The contrast of the images has been 
enhanced to emphasize the presence of patches on the vesicle 
surface. *On a 50/50 mixture for impure star. 

With respect to the size of the domains formed, it seems 
logical to assume that a larger amount of lineactant could 
support smaller domains. In our study, the pure miktoarm 
follows this pattern neatly (Figure 4). An increase in mik-
toarm content decreases the domain size from 6.5 nm to 
4.7 nm to 3 nm. According to our previous research, a 3 nm 
size corresponds to a single PMPC chain.26 Initially, the im-
pure star gave a similar trend. However, we have to stress 
the fact that we are not certain of what exact impurities are 
present for the impure star. For a smaller content, the im-
purities do not have a great effect on the sample, but their 
influence grows with the amount of star polymer. One ef-
fect of the impurities is the larger error margin of domain 
sizes detected throughout this series. However, for the 
pure star, the reduction in domain size with growing star 
content proves that the miktoarm terpolymer has the line-
actant functionality intended. Future studies will thus fo-
cus on which patterns can be achieved using our miktoarm 
star. This includes more polymer compositions, cellular in-
teractions and how stable each pattern is over time. 

In conclusion, we have successfully synthesised a mik-
toarm star terpolymer bearing three distinct arms starting 
from a trifunctional dibromo-N-propargyl-maleimide mo-
tif. PMPC and PDPA were synthesised containing a disul-
phide moiety which was then redcued in situ to attach it to 
the maleimide core. The attachment of both polymer units 



 

was monitored by HPLC as well GPC with the latter show-
ing polymers of mono-modal distribution with complete 
conversion of starting material. The PEG was attached in 
the last step using the CuAAC chemistry. Much to our sur-
prise, a specific set of conditions needed to be applied in 
order to get full conversion. The miktoarm star was then 
able to induce the formation of patchy polymersomes.  
Moreover, the size and shape of the patches could be reg-
ulated readily by the ratio of miktoarm star and diblock 
present in the formulation. In future studies, we will con-
duct long-term phase separation studies in order to create 
long-term stable patchy polymersomes for efficient drug 
delivery. 
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